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Do you have an inner knowing that there is more to life? Would you like to identify your soulâ€™s

true path? Are you compelled by a desire to contribute more meaningfully in the world? In this

remarkable book, Linda Howe reveals how to effectively make the shift from ordinary to

ExtraOrdinary livingâ€”a life suffused with purpose, aliveness, and lightâ€”through the Akashic

Records.The Akashic Records can be understood as the â€œCosmic Chronicles of Youâ€•: an

energetic archive, or dimension of consciousness, that tells the story of your soulâ€™s journey

through space and time as a human being. By learning to access this dimension, you will gain

insight into your earthly experience and discover how to transform your life into one that radiates

light and magnetizes good.In these pages, enter the inspirational, fascinating realm of the Akasha

with Linda as she shares her very accessible and student-tested processes designed to facilitate

your awakening to your true identity and soulâ€™s destiny. Explore the essential consciousness

concepts of the Records, excavate the obstructing beliefs on your path, and learn how to realign to

your soulâ€™s highest purposes. Meditations, or Akashic Reflections, guide you every step of the

way.Application of Lindaâ€™s teachings is guaranteed to make a critical difference in your life right

here, right now. An ExtraOrdinary life is within your reach! What are you waiting for?
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If you have never heard of Linda Howe, or do not know that she has written two previous books on

the Akashic Records, that would be fine, because this book stands fully on its own. From it, you can

learn to read your own Akashic Records, make use of the Records for your own healing, and then

Linda will bring you through one of the most difficult aspects of being a spiritual practitioner in

today's world: how to live your practice in everyday life. And she doesn't stop there, as the last

section contains a template for upliftment, the search for which is why many of us made spirituality a

priority in our lives in the first place.And if you have heard of Linda, or know her first two books, this

one is a natural successor to those. Together the three books take the student through a

time-honored path of establishing a soul-level foundation that with practice can be the reference

point for everything that happens to us as humans. The healing work of the second book builds on

that foundation with instructions on healing the patterns that cause us pain. And then this book

shows, with wisdom and originality, how we can change some of the meta-patterns that are not

necessarily personal to us but which we have adopted. The sections on authority and responsibility

hit very close to home for me, and have given me a basis for reworking some negative attitudes that

I was barely aware of.Linda's work is deceptively simple, and so is her writing. This is another easy

to read book, but like the others, it is also a reference work. I also think more of Linda's classroom

personality is evident in this one. There is very little filler here, and there is actually a great deal of

material to absorb.
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